processing capabilities, are likely to speed progress toward this goal.
study is verified by the more recent data (r ϭ Ϫ0.74, p ϭ 0.001, open symbols only), and no differences were seen contingent upon cell type (E versus I). Thus, pyramidal cells will be used to refer to these neurons generally, but E or I cells will be used when referring to specific types. The relationship between spontaneous firing rate and apical dendritic size (regression line of Figure 1 ) allows estimates of dendritic morphology to be inferred from measures of spontaneous activity recorded with extracellular techniques, which are less likely to damage cells and alter responses.
Responses to naturalistic stimulation patterns, such as sinusoidal amplitude modulations (SAMs) of the EOD, are also correlated with dendritic size. Phase histograms of large-dendrite pyramidal cell responses to SAM stim- Figures 3A5-3A8 ). Earlier studies verified that strong local stimuli applied to the RF center alone fail to cause plastic changes in pyramidal cell responses (Bastian, 1995 (Bastian, , 1996a (Bastian, , 1996b ). Strong local stimuli, which increased the stimulus amplitude within the RF center about 5-fold, were used in these experiments to evoke the largest plastic changes that the cell was capable of producing. Hence, little to no change in responses was seen over the duration of the GϩL stimulation, because the evolving negative image inputs were insufficient to cancel the strong RF center stimulation. With less intense local stimuli (2-3ϫ increases at the RF center), a gradual loss of responsiveness to the GϩL stimulus is seen ( Figure 7A1 ; Bastian, 1995, 1996a).
Reconstruction of this cell revealed the typical morphology of E cells found superficially in the ELL pyramidal cell layer ( Figure 3A9 ). This neuron, located in the most lateral region of the ELL, extended a long basilar dendrite into the ELL deep fiber layer (df) where receptor afferents terminate. Its complex apical dendrite (summed length of dendritic branches ϭ 9072 m) traversed the full extent of the overlying dorsal and ventral molecular layers (DML, VML). The ELL laminae are highly Figures 3B5-3B8 ). This cell ( Figure 3B9 ) was tions of the GϩL stimulus, both were turned off for 20 s found deep within the pyramidal cell layer (pyr), and the to allow the cell to recover from the short-term effects small apical dendrite consisted of fewer branches that of the strong stimulation. Cells showed a fall in activity were restricted to the ventral 50% of the DML. immediately following the GϩL stimulus but spontanePlastic changes caused by the training paradigm were ous activity typically recovered to normal within 20 s.
quantified by computing the vector difference between phase histograms of each cell's response to 100 repliFollowing this, reapplication of the initially ineffective Figure  4A1 . The period histogram ( Figure 4A2 ) and Vm averglobal stimulation, micropressure injection of the non-NMDA glutamate antagonist CNQX was used to block aged over epochs of three consecutive SAM cycles (Figure 4A3) shows that the cell preferentially fired during excitatory synaptic transmission within the ELL molecular layers. This technique results in highly localized the rising phase of the EOD AM and that Vm accurately This treatment had no effect on the Vm pattern recorded tion mechanism, the signal available at the apical dendrites can remain at least partly unchanged as canfrom the small-dendrite cell; however, following GϩL stimulation of the large-dendrite cell, the initially small cellation proceeds. However, the cancellation of electrosensory inputs alone, described above, relies solely on transient reflecting descending inputs was greatly increased, and the transient associated with receptor afelectrosensory feedback. The effects of having the electrosensory feedback signal itself sensitive to the cancelferent inputs was attenuated.
Analysis of Vm changes refutes the idea that the lack lation process are not yet understood. To increase our understanding of the roles of plastic versus nonplastic of plasticity displayed by small-dendrite cells is due to insufficient feedback input. Instead, feedback input may cells in the cancellation process, we built a neural network model based on the known ELL anatomy. be relatively stronger for cells with smaller dendrites. The higher brain center, ⌺ E , sums the contributions from the E cells, and ⌺ I sums the contributions from the I cells. ⌺ E and ⌺ I both project back to pyramidal cells such that ⌺ E excites/inhibits I P /E P cells and ⌺ I inhibits/ excites I P /E P cells, respectively. Thus, both plastic cell categories receive descending inhibition and excitation in phase and antiphase, respectively, with ascending excitation due to receptor afferent input. Apical dendritic synaptic weights of plastic cells are allowed to vary in time in order to implement synaptic plasticity. The evolution of excitatory synaptic weights is governed by an anti-Hebbian learning rule, while inhibitory weights are governed by an inverse rule as described by Nelson and Paulin (1995) . Although, in reality, cells with the smallest apical dendrites also receive feedback input, responses to the GϩL stimulus shows that the system (FigFigures 7A2-7A4 , 2002) ; however, earlier studies demonstrated that firing frequency due to the onset of novel stimuli. These functional feedback to the apical dendrites is necessary modeling results predict that the ELL efferent projection for adaptive cancellation (Bastian, 1996a) ; thus, feedforto the nPd should be predominantly, if not exclusively, ward mechanisms alone are not sufficient. In addition, composed of axons of the nonplastic pyramidal cells, simulation studies of a similar system verified that canwhich are identifiable by their small apical dendrites. cellation mediated solely by common-mode rejection mechanisms is very sensitive to mismatches of the signals provided by the antagonistic receptive field compoNonplastic Pyramidal Cells Project to the n. praeeminentialis nents and that addition of a similar adaptive filtering mechanism resulted in marked improvements in cancelEarlier studies, using horseradish peroxidase transport, identified the midbrain torus semicircularis (TS) and the lation (Nelson and Paulin, 1995) . The adaptive nature of the mechanism enables the system to perform well unn. praeeminentialis dorsalis as the only targets of ELL pyramidal cell axons (Maler et al., 1982) and raised the der a wide range of conditions including during growth and development as well as following events that dampossibility that a subset of the cells having the smallest apical dendrites preferentially projected to the nPd (Basage or otherwise alter receptive field characteristics. We have recently shown that unlike spatially reduntian and Courtright, 1991). These projections were reex- The standard local stimulus produced a peak-to-peak AM approxthe same manner, and membrane potential was A-to-D converted imately 5-fold greater than that due to the global stimulus. Reat 10 kHz. Cells were filled by passing positive DC offset sinusoidal sponses to sinusoidal amplitude modulation stimuli (SAM) were accurrents ranging from 0.5 to 2 nA for from 2 to 5 min. Following 1 cumulated as phase histograms and responses were quantified as hr survival time, animals were deeply anesthetized (tricain methane the vector strength (Batschelet, 1981) , which ranges from 0, when sulfonate, MS-222), perfused with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, there is no phase relationship between the stimulus and response, pH 7.4), followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffer, to 1 with perfect phase-locking. Micropressure injection of the nonfollowed by 4% paraformaldehyde-30% sucrose in PB. Brains were NMDA glutamate antagonist CNQX (6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxalineremoved, postfixed overnight in paraformaldehyde-sucrose, then 2,3-dione) was accomplished as described by Bastian (1993 
